Abstract
INTRODUCTION
During recent years, inappropriate management in the US and Europe has imposed many losses to financial institutions such as banks and insurance companies and even has forced many of them to go bankrupt. On 1997, only in the United States, issuers of credit cards have reported 27.19 billion dollars of loss and these losses have increased to 31.91 billion dollars on 2006 [1] .
One of the main duties of a financial institution is to develop some sets of models and techniques to enable them to predict bankruptcy and to assess credibility of customers [2, 3] . Credit scoring is based on the idea of segregation of customers of credit cards and applicants of granting loans into two sets of good and bad. Hence, this problem will be treated as a classification and forecasting problem [4] . However, some researchers have used clustering techniques for preprocessing input samples so that they can follow the credit scoring classification process more wise [5, 6] .Statistical techniques and artificial intelligence are both used in credit scoring models. Logistic regression analysis (LRA) and linear Discriminant analysis (LDA) are two statistical techniques which are mostly used in credit scoring applications; however there have been some criticizes to such models since in this models it is assumed that the relation between dependent and independent variables is linear [7, 8] . By introduction of Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA), researches prove that in comparison against LRA, QDA is more sensible to the model assumptions.
Because of the nature of the data sets scorings and inequality covariance matrices of the accepted and rejected sets, some researchers [9, 10] have criticized LRA and Thomas (2000) has reported that LRA and LDA are not accurate enough for credit scoring [11] .
Since artificial neural networks can easily handle nonlinear relations among dependent and independent variables then they were the next choices for credit scoring and investigations reveal that their accuracy is much more than LRA and LDA [12, 13] . But long process of learning neural networks in finding topology of the optimal network has been a challenge for a long time. Also because of black-box feature of neural networks they do not have the ability of extracting the rules. Meanwhile, neural networks are reported to be more accurate in comparison against decision trees and the K-Nearest Neighbour [13] .
Other artificial intelligence techniques such as evolutionary computations and genetic algorithms [14] , support vector machines [15] [16] [17] [18] have been reported to have more benefits than statistical methods and optimization models for assessing risks according to experimental results.
Combinatorial and hybrid models are based on statistical and AI tools and as example we can refer to neural discriminant models [19] , neuro-fuzzy models [20, 21] , hybrid model based on Bayesian approach for attribute selection and support vector machines for clustering [22] , neural network models and support vector machines [15] , fuzzy inference and decision trees [23] , combinatorial artificial neural networks and Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) [24] , hybrid models based on support vector machines and genetic algorithms [5] , hybrid techniques based neighbourhood rough set and SVM [25] and multiple kernels multi-criteria programming approach based on evolution strategy (ES-MK-MCP) [26] .
Credit scoring models mostly concentrate on the modelling and evaluation stages of the data mining process while data pre-processing is less considered. However this stage can have great impacts on improvement of the final model performance. Wang at el., have utilized rough sets and tabu search for selecting the attributes of credit scoring models during the pre-processing stage [27] . With selecting attributes, accuracy of models such as logistics, radial basis functions, and support vector machines have not become worse.
Tsai and Wei investigated the performance of a single classifier as the baseline classifier to compare with multiple classifiers and diversified multiple classifiers by using neural networks based on three datasets [28] .Nanni and Lumini investigated the performance of several systems based on ensemble of classifiers for bankruptcy prediction and credit scoring [29] . Xu et al. proposed hybrid approach using link analysis ranking techniques to pre-process samples into weighted information, and SVM techniques to build classifiers [30] . Li et al. introduced a linear combination of kernel functions to enhance the interpretability of credit scoring models, and propose an alternative to optimize the parameters based on the evolution strategy [31] . Wang et al. investigated the performance of three popular ensemble methods-Bagging, Boosting, and Stacking-based on four base learners, i.e., LRA, DT, ANN and SVM on credit scoring problem [32] . Chi and Hsu selected important variables by GA to combine the bank's internal behavioural scoring model with the external credit bureau scoring model to construct the dual scoring model for credit risk management of mortgage accounts [33] .Capotorti and Barbanera suggested a hybrid model for classification based on the methodologies of rough sets, partial conditional probability assessments and fuzzy sets for classifying credit applicants into classes of risk on the basis of probability of default values [34] .
In this paper, a novel integrated approach for credit scoring is presented which uses k-means for discretizing data sets and rough sets for selecting attributes and also utilizes two hybrid sequences, Naïve Bayes network and genetic algorithm, to classify customers into bad and good. This approach is executed and evaluated on three famous data sets from Germany, Australia, and Japan and then assessment metrics including accuracy, recall, precision, and F-measure are calculated and the performance of the developed models are compared. This paper has some eminences including: first, it has adopted an integrated approach for modelling credit scoring which focuses on the data pre-processing stage and then tries to improve the performance of the credit scoring model by hybridizing the model using Naïve Bayes network and genetic algorithm. Second, the developed approach is tested and evaluated by three famous data sets and its better results are verified in comparison against other researches; third, implementation procedure of the rough set and genetic algorithm has led to lower computational complexities and as a result execution time has been decreased successfully. The last specification of the presented model is that by using genetic algorithm, capability of rule extraction from credit data sets has become possible. The last specification can be used for justifying rejected customers, conditional admission of a rejected customer, and constructing a paradigm for customers in order to make credits.
The rest of the paper is as follows. In section2, needed tools and algorithms including rough sets, genetic algorithm, and Naïve Bayes networks will be briefly reviewed. The developed integrated approach is presented in section 3 and computational results will be discussed in section4. Finally, conclusion remarks are discussed and future possible research subjects will be introduced in section 5.
THE TOOLS OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed integrated approach is based on three tools including: rough set in order to reduce the problem scale and Naïve Bayes network and genetic algorithm as classifiers. Here these tools and their related developed algorithms are briefly introduced.
Rough Set
Pawlak has introduced a rule based methodology using rough sets in order to handle problems with high level uncertainties and non-monotonous relations among attributes which makes statistical analysis of data a daunting task [35] .
In rough sets, an information system like
is a reflection of a data set that describes the number of objects. In information system S, U is a closed universe of N objects
which is a non-empty finite set and Q is a non-empty finite set of n attributes } ,..., , { 2 1 nwhich demonstrates the objects.
where V q is the value of attribute q;
is an universal decision function where the information function for each 
In an information system S a specific subset ) from the set X in AS are defined as relations (1):
Boundary zone A-from the set U X ⊆ in AS (uncertain zone from IND(A)) is defined as below:
To clarify the details of rough sets more, reader can refer to [35, 36] The below algorithm is recommended for rough sets:
Step1: Constructing dual difference structures among the objects. Procedure of lowering the attributes: for each two objects x i and x j a vector a ij of the length n (number of attributes) is constructed according to Step2: Omission of similar polynomial structures.
In order to omit similar polynomial structures, we utilize an algorithm called tree K algorithm since it is similar to K capability in omitting polynomial structures rapidly. Here this algorithm is described:
Algorithm tree K-means operates on the basis of two parameters K, number of clusters, and F, maximum number of cluster members. Structures are being chosen from the beginning of the polynomial structures list of step 1.
In the first level according to K some branches are established and a structure will be set in each branch. Then, according to Euclidean distance, K+1th structure is allocated to the closest cluster from K. The allocation process lasts until the number of allocated structures to the cluster does not exceed F. The first structure to be allocated to each cluster will be the center of will not be upgraded. When in a cluster there are F structures, if anothe added to it, then that cluster is divided in to K clusters of the lower level but the center of the upper level cluster will not be taken to the lower level. Hence, based on this methodology the whole structures in the list will be that they will not be omitted.
Step 3: Merging the sentences Polynomial structures are entirely arranged according to the number of factors one. Hence, a list is obtained where the merging procedure of its sentences having capability of merging will be as below:
3-1-Set the i th structure equal to zero and also set the list.
3-2-Compare the i th polynomial structure with the polynomial structure and set the A reducible polynomial structure is defined as follows. Two polynomial structures x and y can be reduced to x if both of them have the para be in y. Hence, this definition corresponds to 3-3-Reduce one unit from j 3-4-if i<j then go to 3-2. Omission of similar polynomial structures.
In order to omit similar polynomial structures, we utilize an algorithm called tree K algorithm since it is similar to K-means and trees. The reason to use such an algorithm is its tting polynomial structures rapidly. Here this algorithm is described:
means operates on the basis of two parameters K, number of clusters, and F, maximum number of cluster members. Structures are being chosen from the beginning of the lynomial structures list of step 1.
In the first level according to K some branches are established and a structure will be set in each branch. Then, according to Euclidean distance, K+1th structure is allocated to the closest cluster ion process lasts until the number of allocated structures to the cluster does not exceed F. The first structure to be allocated to each cluster will be the center of the cluster and will not be upgraded. When in a cluster there are F structures, if another structure wants to be added to it, then that cluster is divided in to K clusters of the lower level but the center of the upper level cluster will not be taken to the lower level. Hence, based on this methodology the whole structures in the list will be set in the tree or will be similar to the structure of clusters so Polynomial structures are entirely arranged according to the number of factors one. Hence, a list merging procedure of its sentences having capability of merging will be as structure equal to zero and also set the j th structure equal to the last element of the polynomial structure with the j th structure. If it is reducible then omit the polynomial structure and set the i th equal to the result of the difference.
A reducible polynomial structure is defined as follows. Two polynomial structures x and y can be if both of them have the parameter i q and also there is no parameter like . Hence, this definition corresponds to x ∧ ~ y =0. not the last element, then go to 3-2. In order to omit similar polynomial structures, we utilize an algorithm called tree K-means means and trees. The reason to use such an algorithm is its tting polynomial structures rapidly. Here this algorithm is described: means operates on the basis of two parameters K, number of clusters, and F, maximum number of cluster members. Structures are being chosen from the beginning of the In the first level according to K some branches are established and a structure will be set in each branch. Then, according to Euclidean distance, K+1th structure is allocated to the closest cluster ion process lasts until the number of allocated structures to the cluster does the cluster and r structure wants to be added to it, then that cluster is divided in to K clusters of the lower level but the center of the upper level cluster will not be taken to the lower level. Hence, based on this methodology the set in the tree or will be similar to the structure of clusters so Polynomial structures are entirely arranged according to the number of factors one. Hence, a list merging procedure of its sentences having capability of merging will be as structure equal to the last element of the e. If it is reducible then omit the j th A reducible polynomial structure is defined as follows. Two polynomial structures x and y can be and also there is no parameter like i q in x to
Step 4: Determine reduction and core of the attribute. Execute the step 2 on polynomial structures which cannot be merged anymore. The remaining sentences demonstrate the core and the reductions related to attributes.
Naïve Bayes Networks
In this section, basic concepts of Naïve Bayes networks in classifying problems are discussed. Such concepts can be further studied in [37] .
Bayesian networks are directional acyclic graphs where their vertexes consist of information about the conditional probability values of a set of variables. In such networks, any sample x can be described only through the reference combination of its attributes such that these attributes are conditionally independent and the objective function f( 
Using the easy assumption Naïve, in which values of attributes are conditionally independent, probability of viewing reference combination ) , , ( 1 n a a K for a determined objective function value, can be calculated by multiplying probability of each attribute. Therefore relation (4) is: 
Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithms are usually used in data mining for improving other algorithms or constructing association rules. Genetic algorithms operate on a population with different specifications in a determined framework. Genetic algorithms operational procedure is based on applying several operators including reproduction, crossover, and selection in a combination with mutation on genes of the initial population in order to generate an improved generation with better characteristics. For more details on applications of genetic algorithms in the field of data mining, reader is referred to [40] [41] .
Structure of the designed gene for this problem consists of several chromosomes where each chromosome is an independent (conditional) attribute. This means that if a data set including n attributes and one decision attribute, then each gene structure has 1 + n chromosome. The structure of gene has been shown in Fig.1 . In order to generate the initial population the value N is taken from the objects of the learning data set and then some number of genes equal to the number of conditional attributes are generated and added to this population. The value of the chromosomes in the structure of these genes is entirely -1 except a remaining chromosome where allowed values of its corresponding attribute is randomly allocated to. Therefore, the initial values during the first iteration will be " attributes of "number N + . Selection, mutation, and crossover operators operate according to predetermined probabilities mutation P and crossover P in such a way that during a mutation a chromosome is randomly selected and then a number is randomly selected from the set of possible values of the corresponding attributes of that chromosome and -1. But in crossover operation, a point is randomly. This point means a breaking point and crossover operator exchanges the two parts of the gene located on the both sides of this point.
Number of operations is considered as a percentage of N and also in order to avoid computational complexities, the maximum of population in every iteration is considered to be a GA parameter than can be set. The number of operations and the maximum population are displayed by %Op-Num and max POP respectively. Also, if crossover operator performs on the population then it will just operate on a percentage of the population with high fitness that this parameter is showed by %High Fitness. The below algorithm is recommended for GA: Step4: Operating mutation and crossover operators and adding the generated genes to the population Step5: Until reaching Iteration-Num, execute steps 3 and 4. During steps 3, 4, and 5 we should note that in each iteration, population size must not exceed the maximum population size set before. If this happens then remaining must be omitted from the arranged population.
Table2. Setting parameters of the genetic algorithm based on trial and errors. During the last iteration, we reach an arranged population which is the set of extracted rules of the genetic algorithm. In order to increase the quality of the rules, two predetermined threshold levels for two "support" and "confidence" are being considered so that only high quality rules are kept.
Parameter

THE PROPOSED INTEGRATED APPROACH
The proposed integrated approach is constructed based on the data mining process CRSP-DM. A scheme of the approach is depicted in Fig. 2 . There are pseudo codes of the used tools for creating the proposed models. In this approach, during the preparation stage, discretization of data is done by K-means and attribute reduction is performed by rough set. Also combination of Naïve Bayes networks and genetic algorithm with two different sequences is utilized during the modeling stage. Hence, according to existence of two different states during the preparation stage, with and without attribute reduction, and two modeling states, four states are ultimately possible. Although Naïve Bayes networks and genetic algorithms can be considered individually during the modeling stage but it is proved that their accuracy is more in hybrid form so we individual states are not investigated here. Assessment of the developed models is performed by K-cross validation and also comparison of ordinary indexes.
Algorithm K-means which is used in discretization is to some extent different from the K-means algorithm used for clustering purposes. Second root of objects determines K. In order to allocate data to the determined sets we have: based on the number of sets, values of attributes are allocated to sets from the first of the line until each set has one value. Then, other values are allocated according to closeness to the center of the set. During each allocation, the center is being updated. This process continues until all the values are allocated. At the end, each set is being tagged and the allocated data to each set will poses the same tag. Since a probability is estimated for each class in Naïve Bayes networks then if the difference of estimated probabilities two classes in the hybrid model is less than the predetermined difference then the winner class is determined by the rules extracted by the genetic algorithm. In the hybrid model of the GA and Naïve Bayes networks, if the extracted rules by the GA are not able to determine the new object set then Naïve Bayes classifier will be used to determine the class.
The proposed integrated approach introduced in section 3 led to 4 models called "Not Rough +NB +GA", "Rough +NB+GA", "Not Rough+ GA+NB" and "Rough +GA+NB". Flowchart of models Rough +NB+GA" and "Rough +GA+NB" is shown in Fig. 3 .In other two models, there is notthe reduction stage by rough set theory.
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Real world credit data sets
Three real world data sets including Australian, German, and Japanese data sets are depicted in table3. These data sets can be accessed from UCI Repository of Machine Learning Databases which is adopted to assess the newly developed models [42] . The German data set is not balanced where 700 customer samples are good and 300 customer samples are bad. For each applicant, 20 conditional attributes are registered: history, account balances, loan purpose, loan amount, employment status, personal information, age, housing, and job title. Australian and Japanese data sets are nearly balanced and include 307 customers with good credit and 383 customers with bad credit and the difference between the registered attributes for each applicant in the two data sets is only in a single numerical attribute. In Japanese data set numerical and nominal miss value data are completed using mean and mode, respectively 
Results of the proposed models
The models "Not Rough +NB +GA", "Rough +NB+GA", "Not Rough+ GA+NB" and "Rough +GA+NB" are executed on three data sets from Germany, Australia, and Japan and the computational results are summarized in tables 4, 5, and 6. According to table4, classification accuracies for the German data set for the four models are 83.60%, 88.00%, 84.00%, and 88.20%, respectively. These values are obtained for models which use rough set for reducing the attributes of their data set. It can be seen that the sequence GA+NB is slightly better than NB+GA. Index values of Precision parameters in contrast to Recall is low which demonstrates that the developed models for prediction of creditworthy class are more accurate in comparison with the other class. According to table5, classification accuracies for the Australian data set for the four models are 88.41%, 92.61%, 85.65%, and 88.12%, respectively and accuracy of the models which have used rough set algorithm to reduce attributes are higher. Since the values of other evaluation indexes are high then one can say that the developed models have the same performance for prediction in the both classes. According to table6, classification accuracies for the Japanese data set for the four models are 92.12%, 85.91%, 92.42%, and 86.67%, respectively and accuracy of the models which have used rough set algorithm to reduce attributes are higher. Comparison of models 1 and 3 with models 2 and 4 shows the accuracy of the models without rough set to be meaningful. Also by comparing the accuracy values we can conclude that the sequence "GA+NB" is slightly "NB+GA". On the other hand, low value of the attribute Recall, especially in models 2 and 4, demonstrates that the prediction power of models for the Creditworthy class is weaker than the other class. Performance of the developed models on data space are depicted in figure 4 , 5, and 6, respectively. It is apparent that in this space, a point is better which has a higher true positive rate and lower false positive rate. Points in Fig.4 show that the models "Rough+GA+NB" and "Rough+NB+GA" have a better performance in comparison against others for the German data set because they are located at the north ROC space. Also according to Fig. 5 and Fig.6 , it can be concluded that the models Rough+GA+NB" for Australian data set and models "Not Rough+GA+NB" and "Not Rough+NB+GA" for the Japanese data set have the best performance. According to table6, classification accuracies for the Japanese data set for the four models are 92.12%, 85.91%, 92.42%, and 86.67%, respectively and accuracy of the models which have used set algorithm to reduce attributes are higher. Comparison of models 1 and 3 with models 2 and 4 shows the accuracy of the models without rough set to be meaningful. Also by comparing the accuracy values we can conclude that the sequence "GA+NB" is slightly "NB+GA". On the other hand, low value of the attribute Recall, especially in models 2 and 4, demonstrates that the prediction power of models for the Creditworthy class is weaker than the Performance of the developed models on data sets from Germany, Australia, and Japan in ROC space are depicted in figure 4 , 5, and 6, respectively. It is apparent that in this space, a point is better which has a higher true positive rate and lower false positive rate. Points in Fig.4 show that odels "Rough+GA+NB" and "Rough+NB+GA" have a better performance in comparison against others for the German data set because they are located at the north-western corner of ROC space. Also according to Fig. 5 and Fig.6 , it can be concluded that the models Rough+GA+NB" for Australian data set and models "Not Rough+GA+NB" and "Not Rough+NB+GA" for the Japanese data set have the best performance. According to table6, classification accuracies for the Japanese data set for the four models are 92.12%, 85.91%, 92.42%, and 86.67%, respectively and accuracy of the models which have used set algorithm to reduce attributes are higher. Comparison of models 1 and 3 with models 2 and 4 shows the accuracy of the models without rough set to be meaningful. Also by comparing the accuracy values we can conclude that the sequence "GA+NB" is slightly better than "NB+GA". On the other hand, low value of the attribute Recall, especially in models 2 and 4, demonstrates that the prediction power of models for the Creditworthy class is weaker than the credit data set sets from Germany, Australia, and Japan in ROC space are depicted in figure 4 , 5, and 6, respectively. It is apparent that in this space, a point is better which has a higher true positive rate and lower false positive rate. Points in Fig.4 show that odels "Rough+GA+NB" and "Rough+NB+GA" have a better performance in comparison western corner of ROC space. Also according to Fig. 5 and Fig.6 , it can be concluded that the models "Not Rough+GA+NB" for Australian data set and models "Not Rough+GA+NB" and "Not Tables and Figures it can be concluded that it is better test rough set algorithm on such data sets which have more conditional attributes. On the other hand, it is not reasonable to conclude that if a model operates well on a data set then it will necessarily give the same result on another data set. In fac between customer who are applying for credits based on their culture and their socio situation. As a conclusion, if someone wants to perform this process on another country, then other integrated models must be tested on its data set so that a more efficient model is obtained.
Comparisons of different models
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed credit scoring models, the obtained results are also compared with other approaches developed from Table 7 , that the proposed classifier has the best credit scoring capability in terms of the overall classification rate. Tables and Figures it can be concluded that it is better test rough set algorithm on such data sets which have more conditional attributes. On the other hand, it is not reasonable to conclude that if a model operates well on a data set then it will necessarily give the same result on another data set. In fact, this proves behavioral differences between customer who are applying for credits based on their culture and their socio situation. As a conclusion, if someone wants to perform this process on another country, then e tested on its data set so that a more efficient model is obtained.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed credit scoring models, the obtained results other approaches developed in the recent literature. It can be concluded, from Table 7 , that the proposed classifier has the best credit scoring capability in terms of the Tables and Figures it can be concluded that it is better to test rough set algorithm on such data sets which have more conditional attributes. On the other hand, it is not reasonable to conclude that if a model operates well on a data set then it will t, this proves behavioral differences between customer who are applying for credits based on their culture and their socio-economic situation. As a conclusion, if someone wants to perform this process on another country, then e tested on its data set so that a more efficient model is obtained.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed credit scoring models, the obtained results It can be concluded, from Table 7 , that the proposed classifier has the best credit scoring capability in terms of the 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCHES
Credit scoring is known to be one of the techniques used for reducing the risks of granting credits to customers of banks and financial institutions and is considered as a classification problem in the field of datamining. Presenting hybrid integrated models, this paper has increased efficacy of credit scoring models. Such an improvement is demonstrated by testing on three data sets from Germany, Australia, and Japan. According to the results, we can conclude that the improvements on performance of the models in this research in comparison against past studies are remarkable.The model "Not Rough+GA+NB" is also more efficient on the three tested data sets comparing to other models. Although power of models in predicting two classes of the three sets were different and prediction power of the model on the German data set in not-Creditworthy class was better but for Japan case situation of the other class is better. Also equal power of models for the both classes is verified by tests on the Australian model.
Developing a probabilistic or fuzzy model so that enables us to determine how much a customer belongs to good or bad groups can be reasonable. Development of credit scoring models for future researches can include models which assist customers in increasing his credit or in justifying him. In other words, customer finds out his credit weaknesses.
for each feature f in T N(c,f)= The number of Itemsets I in Dataset which I.f=T.f and I.Target= C pc= The number of Itemsets I in Dataset I.Target= C P(C)=P(C)*p(c,f)/ pc Select C with minimum P(C) 
Genetic Algorithm as classifier
